Name:_________________

Date:_________________

2nd Grade - Data & Probability - List 1 of 1
WhichWord - Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) We will ______, or count, the total points.

6) The ______ told us how many students liked
chocolate.

A. data
B. table
C. tally
D. interpret

A. equally likely
B. pictograph
C. bar graph
D. impossible

2) If we know the ______, we can find the output.
7) It is ______ for pigs to fly.
A. picture graph
B. survey
C. pictograph
D. input

A. tally
B. impossible
C. equally likely
D. interpret

3) Dark clouds mean it will ______ rain.
8) It is ______ to rain in June as in July.
A. interpret
B. likely
C. pictograph
D. output

A. outcome
B. certain
C. equally likely
D. data

4) Enter the facts and ______ to be analyzed.
9) The caveman drew a ______ on the rock.
A. table
B. bar graph
C. input
D. data

A. bar graph
B. interpret
C. pictograph
D. outcome

5) We made a pie ______ to organize the data.
10) Also called a pictograph, a ______ uses images.
A. picture graph
B. certain
C. pictograph
D. chart

A. outcome
B. unlikely
C. certain
D. picture graph
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16) A bad grade is the ______ of not studying.

11) Enter 2 + 2 in the calculator to get the ______ 4.
A. output
B. unlikely
C. data
D. tally

A. tally
B. equally likely
C. outcome
D. impossible

17) The written ______ contained many questions.

12) To be ______ means to be absolutely sure.
A. input
B. likely
C. data
D. certain

A. survey
B. interpret
C. table
D. chart

18) It is ______ to snow in May than in December.

13) It's ______ to rain because it is so sunny.
A. unlikely
B. less likely
C. table
D. picture graph

A. pictograph
B. less likely
C. impossible
D. likely

14) The numbers in the ______ helped us make a bar
graph.
A. table
B. input
C. tally
D. picture graph

15) Please ______ the meaning of the poem.
A. interpret
B. data
C. equally likely
D. chart
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